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THE FIJI SUGAR CORPORATION LIMITED

TENDER DOCUMENT FOR DISPOSAL OF MILL ASH FOR LAUTOKA, RARAWAI &
LABASA MILL

Specific Conditions

S1. The tenderer will remove all Mill Ash from the hopper and dispose the same as
and when directed by the Corporation.  It is the Contractor’s complete
responsibility to remove the Mill Ash from the ash hoppers and dispose the same
at the dumping sites and shall keep the said hoppers clear of ash for the
receivable of additional ash coming out of the Mill Boilers.

S2. The Corporation shall provide access to the said hopper and such access and no
other except with the approval of the Corporation shall be used by the
Contractor.  The Corporation will further make space available at the hopper site
to enable the Contractor to take delivery of the Mill Ash and park and operate his
tip trucks thereon which the said space Contractor shall keep clean and clear of
Ash at all times.

S3. The Corporation may at its own discretion require the Contractor to weigh all or
any ash at the Corporation’s weighbridge.

S4. As it is essential to the operation of the said Mill that the Ash be expeditiously
removed from the hopper, in the event of the Contractor failing to remove the
same or being unable to furnish sufficient trucks to cope with the volume of Mill
Ash for disposal, the Corporation without prejudice to its other remedies
hereunder shall be entitled to furnish trucks and dispose of the Mill Ash but all
additional costs incurred by the Corporation in so doing shall be borne by the
Contractor and may be deducted by the Corporation from monies payable by the
Corporation to the Contractor.  In addition the Corporation may charge and
deduct from the monies payable to the Contractor by way of agreed damages
the sum of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per day for all Mill Ash which the
Corporation is compelled to remove from the hopper site through inability or
failure of the Contractor to perform the Contract.

S5. All the mill ash removed by the Contractor shall be delivered to:
i) The Contractor’s dumping site
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ii) In the event that the dumping site becomes inaccessible, then the mill ash
shall be delivered to the Cane Growers fields/Corporations fields as directed
by the Corporation.

(a) If the dump area is outside the (three kilometers) radius of the Mill Area then a
cartage rate will apply.

S6. (a) The Corporation shall provide access to the dump area initially.
The Contractor is to maintain this access way throughout the season.

(b) The leveling and pushing of Mill Ash in the dump area to facilitate further
dumping is the Contractor’s responsibility.  The dump must be leveled to
the Corporation’s satisfaction at the end of the season.

S7 (a) The Contractor’ shall not dump Mill Ash anywhere on or alongside
drains or Roads or any other public place causing nuisance to the
public.

(b) The Contractor must ensure that his trucks have proper ‘catchments’ sides
to prevent spillage: if there is any spillage the Contractor shall have the
same cleared without delay.

(c) The contractor must ensure that the ash be properly soaked with water to
prevent if flying around and from injuring persons who may tread on it.

S8. (a) In the event of spillage’s or Mill Ash dumped at any place other
than as specified or directed by the Corporation the Contractor will
remove the same without delay.

(b) In the event that the Contractor does not remove Mill Ash after
instructions from the Corporation within the time specified, the
Corporation without prejudice to its other rights hereunder shall be
entitled to furnish trucks etc. and dispose off the Mill Ash but all cost
incurred by the Corporation in doing so shall be borne by the Contractor
and may be deducted by the Corporation from any monies payable to the
Contractor by the Corporation.

S9. This Agreement shall take effect as from the beginning of the 2019 crushing
season and shall continue in force for the whole duration of the 2020 crushing
season unless otherwise determined provided that if some work related to the
cartage of the 2019 Mill Ash remains incomplete at the finish of the said crushing
season this Contract shall continue in force until the said work is completed.

S10. (a) The estimated quantity of Mill Ash for disposal during the crushing
season will be provided by the Mill.  The Contractor is expected to work
for four hours after every interval of eight hours to clear the hopper of all
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Mill Ash deposited therein.  The Ash to be removed during the four hours
is expected to be about 3 loads.

(b) Should it become necessary to increase or decrease the operating time
from the four hours stipulated herein the charges will be increased or
decreased pro-rata and the operating time will be amended appropriately.

S11. The Contractor will be advised of scheduled Mill stops and the periods that he is
not required to work 4 hours in advance and payments will be reduced pro-rata
fur such periods that the Contractor is not required top work.

S12. For unscheduled Mill stops in excess of five (5) hours the Contractor will be
notified within three (3) hours if it becomes known that the stop will be so and
the period that he is not required to work and payments will be reduced pro-rata
for such periods that the Contractor is not required to work.

S13. The schedule of operation as in (10) above will be determined by the
Corporation and it may be amended from time if the need arises.

S14. The Contractor shall advise FSC daily of the volume dumped to enable the
Corporation to verify the same.

S15. Mill area means all area within three kilometers of the Ash Hopper. The
Contractor shall ensure that his employees are confined to the areas allocated to
him for the execution of his contract.

S16. Should the Contractor find some use for the Mill Ash he may be permitted to
take the Ash for such use provided appropriate application has been made to the
Corporation and the Corporation approves such application at its own discretion.
Should such use be for commercial purposes or for monetary gain to the
Contractor the Corporation may charge an appropriate price for the Ash, such
price to be agreed between the two parties.
The Corporation is not to take any liability should some problem arise for the use
of this mill ash.

S17 The tenderer shall procure Certificates of Road Worthiness and have Wheel Tax
and Third Party insurance paid for all his trucks as required by the licensing
Authority and shall show evidence of this before the execution of the contract.

S18. The contractor will be required to abide by all rules and regulations of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHS) whilst inside the Mill Area and during
the disposal of the mill ash outside the mill area.


